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PREFACE.

This bulletin deals with the teaching of cooking for home-making
purposes in the day and evening classes of the vocational school.
Throughout the bulletin "vocational school." will be used as a term
which includes both industrinl schools and household-arts schools.

Vocational schools include all agricultural, industrial, commercial, and household-
arts schools the controlling purpose of which is to fittsr useful occupations, and which
deal with pupils above 14 years of age and below cAlege grade.'

This discussion recognizes that vocational schools for girls are of
two types:

(I) The industrial school, designed to meet the needs of the manual wageworker in
the trades and industries and in the household.

(2) The household arts school, which fits for nonwage-earning occupationsconnected
with the household.

In certain communities there are found schools attempting to give
both kinds of instruction under one roof and within one organization.
In such case, for the purpose of this discussion, each of these groups
will be regarded as a "unit school"ono an industrial school, the .

other a school of household arts.
While the industrial school is mainly concerned with training girls

. to become wage earners in industry, it also gives its pupils more or
less instruction in cooking for Nolte making. In the school of house-
hold arts, cooking is a most important factor in the training for home
making. The instruction.given these two groups differs not so much
in method or content as in the amount of time devoted to the subject.

It is the purpose of this bulletin to discuss the conditions which
underlie the necessiik for instruction in cooking, to define the aim of

. such instruction, and to offer suggestions that may be of service to-
, ward the final solution of the problem. At the same time it is recog-

nized that the final solulion will probably go far beyond any plans
suggested it these paggs. Section VI (p. 26) is intended to be of direct
assistance to vocational schools contemplating instruction in cooking;'
it gives plans an estimates which have been employed for construc-
tion, together with a detailed list of equipment and utensils.

This paper is not concerned with the training of professional cooks,
nor with training for the wholesale production of food as required in

A tentative statement of principles and policies issued by the National Society for the Promotion of
Industrial Education, February, 1913.
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6 PREFACE.

restaurants and bakeries. While this is a legitimate purpose of trade
instruction in cooking, as yet there has been little or no demand upon
the vocational school by workers wishing skill of this kind.

This discussion has nothing to do with the teaching of cooking in
the prevocational or the continuation school, nor is it concerned with
such instruct4on in the grades or in the high school, except as the
method used in these schools is carried over into the vocational school
and there used as one method of training girls and women for home
making. Excellent work has been done in these schools by the
methods commoply employed, and it is not the intention of this paper
to enter this field either for the purpose of criticism or suggestion.

For assistance in collecting material for this publication acknowl-
edgment is gratefully due to the follo*ing: Miss Laura Parker,
head of the cooking department, Boardman Apprentice Shops, New
Haven, Conn.; Miss Mary H. Brown, principal of Girls' Trade School,
Somerville, Mass.; Mrs. Eva White, State agent for Girls' Industrial
Schools,Massachusetts Board of Education ; and Mt D. E. Clark:,
John E. Bassett Co., New Haven, Comm.



COOKING IN THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.

I. HOME MAKING AS A VOCATION FOR GIRLS.

The education of the girl who conies to the vocational school is a
double problem. It must include training in two distinct. vocations,
neither of which can be considered sufficiently permanent to justify
neglect of the other. The training in either one of these vocations,
moreover, is not adequate preparation for efficiency in the other.

As compared with the bey, the future of the girl admits of a
variety of adjustments:

1

(I) She may, like the boy, go into the induStry to remain as long
as shells physically able.

(2) She may, and most often does, go into industry for a short
period, variously estimated at from three to seven years, and then
permanently become a hethe maker.

(3) l laving left the industry for her own home, circumstances may
compel her to return to wage earning.

(4) She may be under the necessity of serving in a double capacity,
being compelled to support the home which she manages.

Every evidence goes to show that, while the girl may enter the
trade, she is, in the majority of cases, at one time or another a home
maker. In confirmation of this is her personal, if unconfessed, point
of view that wage earning for her is but a tempora!ry affair, which she
will leave for a permanent position in her own home. If this home
is to'be a going concern, the woman who manages it must be trained
for her work as thoroughly as.the man who supports it.

HOME MAKING A UNIVERSAL TRADE.
1

In the number of persons employed it outranks all other trades in
the country. The Government census, however, fails to recognize
the housekeeper as having a trade, because under normal conditions
she receives no wage. According to the last census returns they
are in the United States about 31 millions of women over 10 years of
age. Of these 31 millions millions are working in shops and fac-
tories and 5 millions are employed in domestic service. Of the
remaining 24 millions no accounting is given, since the majority of
these Women are engaged in home making.

7



8 COOKING IN .. THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.

Many people believe that these figure; are exaggerated and that
no count has boon made of the woman who goes back into the indus-
try or of the home maker who is also a wage earner. Even if this be
so, these figures conclusively show that after all possible allowances
have been made the total number of women engaged in wage"

1

earning trades is small as compared with those actively engageil in
home making. The demand for skilled workers in some of the
trades is limited to the cities, and training for any of them is advisable
only where the industry IS so well developed as to insure a steady
demand for labor.. On the other hand, home making is a trade for
every woman and the demand is universal.

..-\\ TIli STANDARD OF COMFORT IN THE 'twin.

Another phase of the economic aspect of this problem of training
the girl is the standard of comfort in the home as a factor in the
efficiency of the worker. Some manufacturers, especially those em-
ploying unskilled or semiskilled labor, are fluffing that improve-
ment in the quality of the service which they require must; come, in
part at least, through improvement in home conditions which make
for the health and comfort of the- employee. The standard of com-
fort, as determining the efficiency of the worker, depends largely on
the proper s and preparatiop of food. To improper rather
than insuffic food is directly traceable many cases of under-
nourishment, wi 1 resulting sickness, loss of vitality , and consequent
loss to the industry and to the worker.

In the average working -class family adequate returns are seldom
received from the money invested in food. This is due to several
distinct causes: .

(1) Buying of foodstuffs which, through dirt, decay, or adultera-
tion, are unfit foruse.

(2) Use of food which alone or in impAiper combinati,on does not
supply nourishment.

(3) Ignorant or careless cooking, where digestibility, attracti.t.ve-
ness, and food value ttre leSsened.

(4) Careless and hurried se g, which makes no- appeal to the
,appetite.

Another evidence of the necessity for a better standard of living
in the home is the tendency in many industries, as shown by legisla-
tion and the activities of various social organizations; to demand. for
entrance to the industry certain health' requirements. Manufac-
turers themselves are beginning to see the wisdom of this, and in
some industries are demanding a health standard for continuance in
employment.



HOME MAKING AS A VOCATION FOR GIRLS. 9

WHY THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL MUST TEACH COOKING.

The demands on the housekeeper are changing in their nature and
are becoming more-complex. She is less 'concerned than formerly
with the production of raw material, for her work is "%Kerning that
of an assembler rather than of an elementary producer. Her pOsi-
tion is best illustrated by the familiar story of the promised dinner
which was to take a thousand men to prepare, and which proved
to be the usual family meal- -the work of the thousand men passing
through the housekeeper's hands for final preparation. She stands
between the manufacturer and the ultimate consumer. Sugar, flour,
spice, and butter come tc her ready for their final use;, she is not
responsible for production, bitt for selection from the varieties offered.
To meet these demands requires training which shall develop not
hnly skill, hut judgment and discrimination.

Not only have the demands on the housekeeper become more com-
plex, but at the same time the situation in the home itself has so
changed that it is no longer fitted to train Lhe girl to meet the new
demands which will be made, upon her. As the day has passed when
a boy is successfully apprenticed to a trae, so a 0:1 is no longer
apprenticed to her mother. The passing of this home " apprentice-
ship" jirobably accounts in part for the great. number of girls who

know;hsige of the simplest domestic work.
The fact that the girl goes into industry much more than formerly

lessens the opportunity for home instruction. Where her wage is
an important, item in the fainily support, she often leaves school as
soon as the law. permits. There is also an increasing 'lumber of girls
who Work from choice in order to be free from home restraint and
to obtain the semi-independence which even a small wage gives them.

There is a relaxing of home control iii America, rrulting in the girl
participating less and less in the activities of the home. She is going
outside not only for employment but also fin- amusement. This
makes her interest in home conditions and her understanding of
them proportionately less.

There is also an increase in a certain typo of home, especially in
large cities, in.wl h there 1.8 no home life; in which all the women
of the household work in industries where the hours are so long and
demands on the strength so great that there is little time or inclina-
tion for the'are of the home. Women of such households seldom
know how to do women's work by efficient and labor-saving methods.
Many of these/women are of foreign birth or parentage. In their
migration they have cast aside -the standards tinder which they were
bred or else have found these standards wholly unsuited to their new
living conditions. They are further ham*ed 135, their ignorance of
the language and of AmericanfoOds and markets. They are victims
of overcrowded housing conditions, which give neither the space nor

. the privacy necessary to well-ordered family life.
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DIFFICULTIES OF TEACHING GIRLS COOKING FOR HOME MAKING.

In teaching cooking in die vocational school certain special diffi-
culties are met'at the outset. One of these is the lack of interest on
the part of most girls. The trade school is dealing with girls from
14 to 18 at a period when their interest in home making is slight.
At this age many girls are chiefly interested in dress and a good time,
while many others have vague dreams of a future th't has little to
do with home making. Few girls are seriously interested in home
making until later.

Lack of interest on the part of the girl is frequen'tly accompanied
by a lack of interest on, the part of the mother, and consequent allure
to encourage training; which seems to imply that the mother can not '
or does not give efficient instruction in her own trade. If the girl
cherishes a vague hope that her own home making may be accom-
plished.without physical effort, on her part, she often has the unac-
knowledged support of her mother in looking forward to a marriage
which will "better her condition."

Benefit from instruction in housekeeping is to the girl a deferred
value and to her mintl a doubtful one. In learning a trade, such as
millinery or dressmaking, the economic pressure of needing money
and of wanting the things which money can buy, together with a
by-product of skill which she can turn to her own personal use and
adornment, stimulates her trade interest. In the case of cooking she
has no such interest to assist the learning process.

Lack of trade organization and of trade spirit make any kind of
trade instruction difficult. Very little of woman's work has been
standardized, and conditions in the home industries are especially
chaotic. Factory legislation and the "eight-hour" law are needed
in many kitchens. There is little system or organization in carrying
on the work, and results, as in cooking, are often characterized as
good or bad-"luck." Housekeeping lacks the spirit and inspiration
which come from to siwork. The woman who has been in industry

," misses the companio hip to which she has been accustomed. She
also finds herself without a tangible incentive to speed and quality of
work.

Again, the ability to cook is something with which every girl is by
tradition endowed. Theoretically she acquires this ability either by
inheritance or instinct. No number of poor cooks seems to offset the
belief that skill in this trade will always come at the call of necessity.

In ticidition to the difficulties already mentioned there exists a well-
defined prejudice against "school-taught home making." This is in
Part due to the same ignorance which once looked with suspicion upon
the "book farmer," but it is also dile to the failure of instruction in
home making to tie tip with home conditions and to produce proofs
of efficiency.
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TENDENCIES MAKING FOR INCREASED EFFICIENCY IN HOME MAKING.

On the other hand, a number of new factors that have a direct
bearing on instruction in cooking are already bringing about a change
in attitude and a new understanding of the problem:

(1) The recognition of home making as a trade, which may be
raised to the dignity of a profession, and therefore requiring adequate
"trade" training.

(2) State reimbursement for courses which can give proof of increas-
ing woman's efficiency in thA home; the success of sih courses tends
to place this work in the same class as other State-subsidized trade
instruction.

(3) The organization of cooking classes in vocational schools, where
these classes are put on the same basis as other departments which
must maintain trade standards of efficiency and whose product may
be marketable.

(4) The increase in the cost of living, which is convincing many
housekeepers that they must have a more expert knowledge of the
materials with which they deal.

(5) The growing difficulty of obtaining paid service is also Making
domestic skill more necessary to the housekeeper for the maintenance
of the home.

II. REGULAR SCHOOL METHODS AND "TRADE" TRAIN-
ING IN COOKING:'

When the vocational school offers instruction in any subject that
has been taught in the regular schools, it is not only under the neces-
sity of providing instruction that shall be efficient, but. often it must
also shbw why this instruction can not be given by the methods
already familiar and accepted.

As an aid to an understanding of .the question, two kinds of instruc-
tion must be recognized and the difference between them clearly
understeod:

(1) Instruction whose aim is to develop appreciation.
(2) Instruction whose aim is "trade" training.
Instruction whose aim is appreciation is given as part of a general

education and not primarily to develop productive capacity. In
cooking such instruction is based on the theory that the desired
knowledge can be best given by teaching underlying principles
through a study of typical processes and materials. This training is
commonly giien on the basis of laboratory exercises, which are essen-
tially imitative and illustrative; it does not employ the methods or
assume the "shop" conditions of commercial practice. The members
of the group to be served are selected by the ability to meet certain
educational requirementsnamely, to pass the entrance requirements
of their grade or class.
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The aim of "trade" training in cooking is tio teach the subject in
such a way as to give actual ability to do this work under home con-
ditions in what might be called a professional manner; to give manipu-
lative skill and knowledge of materials and processes as they have to
do with the making of a "commercial" product. This training should
be given under the conditions of the domestic industries and by such
methods as shall fit the pupil for the demands that will be made upon
her by actual household work. The group to be served should be
composed of those who desire this kind of instruction and are able to
meet the trade-school requirements as to age and elementary
schooling.

When the vocational school is confronted with the problem of
instruction in cooking, it is natural that it should turn to methods
that are already established and familiar. For this reason it seems
necessary at this point to go into the detail of the instruction, as to
its fitness for vocational purposes. The following discussion, there-
fore, is in no sense an attack upon cooking as taught in the public
schools, but merely a development of the special purpose of this
paper as outlined in the preface.'

The accepted method of teaching cooking in the regular day school
has usually been either by the "group method," where several pupils
unite in the preparation of one dish, or by the "individual receipt,"
where each pupil has the _complete experience, but in such small
quantities as to destroy its value for practical purposes. In one the
girl's experience is fractional, with no direct responsibility for results,
while the other is a demonstration method adapted to laboratory
conditions, but with little or no domestic value or vocational content.
These methods owe their existence partly to the fact that under the
given conditions disposal of the product is not a serious problem nor
the expense of maintenance prohibitive.

The common method makes the unit of instrucbite soup, muffins,
or salad, and very seldom reaches the normal consideration of the
meal as a whole. In the same way the individual responsibility for
napkins, silver, and dishes is given the girl, instead of the unit of the
well-set table. This kind of specialization carried far enough might
be applicable to a trade which had reached the specialized stage of
factory development, but it is not applicable to a trade that is still
carried on in the home.

Under favorable conditions a grade pupil devotes to cooking 2
hours a week, or a total of 80 hours a year. With this limited time
it is necessary to confine instruction to representative processes, and
only those pfocesses that can be carried out in the lesson period.
This time allotment may be sufficient for the subject when taught
from the standpoint of appreciation; and for a study which is only

I'. 6.



SCHOOLS AND TRADE TRAINING IN COOKING. 18

one of five or six in a general education it is all that can reasonably
be expected within the time limits of a school course. When cooking
is to be practical training, however, the time must appioximate that
which the woman will spend in this work in her own home. It must
be sufficient to give professional skill and a comprehensive knowledge
of materials and processes.

Inefficiency of the work, whether due to improper equipment, in-
correct methods or poorly qualified teachers, is .usually attributed to
the size of the class. This is a legitimate excuse, since these classes
usually number from 25 to 30 pupils. This prohibits either individual
or group instruction and necessitates mechanical methods of handling
the classesthe pupils file into the classroom, each girl going to an
assigned place and doing desiikaatok work according to a routine in
which she is more or less drilled. A certain "action under direc-
tion" is made to take the place of individual initiative and respon-
sibility. A girl can not be allowed to learn from her own experience
if this will involve 25 others in the same mistake.

"Trade" classes should not be so large as to preclude individual
instruction or to compel a girl to work under artificial conditions. A
housekeeper handles her work in a certain routine, but it is an elastic
routine imposed by the conditions- of the job.

Among the teaching force in the regular schools may be found many
women whose training is entirely academic and whose only c tact
with theii. subject is from a teaching standpoint. Their prepa tion
for the work consists mainly of training received in domestic-science
classes of schools and colleges.

When this work is approached from the "trade" rather than the
cultural side, the necessity of "trade" experience for the instructor
is obvious. She must be familiaa with the conditions for which she
is training the pupil and must possess the expert knowledge and skill
that comp only from actual experience.

The method of furnishing supplies is another instance of where the
attempt to run this work on accepted school lines is detrimental to
its efficiency as trade training. In the regular school system all sup-
plies must usually be estimated, standardized, and requisitioned weeks
in advance. This makes it necessary for the work to follow a fixed
schedule, and no attempt can be made to serve a need calling for a
variation in supplies. For example, the presence of a number of
Jewish pupils might make it desirable to teach Koshercooking, which
could not be done with standard supplies. Again, it is impossible to
take advantage of unusual circumstances, such as the unexpected

. cheapness of certain fruit for canning and preserving, or the demand
for "hot-weather dishes," caused by an unlooked-for rise in tem-
perature. This method of furnishing supplies will not admit of
buying advantageously for the varying demands of a commercial
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market.. What is more important, under these conditions 15:4pils can
do none of the actual buying; they can have no direct contact with
market conditions and no responsibility as to quantity and quality
purchased. Furthermore, trade training can not be given with the
extremely limited amount of material usually furnished for grade
work. If individual work is to be done with these amounts, it is
necessary 't' cook in extremely small quantities and sometimes to
divide the preparation of even these limited portions between two
pupils. These portions are too small for profitable experience. As
an alternative to this the class is sometimes divided into workers and
observers. Comment on this situation is unnecessary.

The most common method of providkig for cooking in the regular
school is by what is called the "individual equipment." The "horse,-
shoe," hollow square, and detached tables are all familiar arrange-
ments of this method, where each pupil has her own table space, with
closet and drawer room for her individual utensils. Those utensils
are usually of a size especially adapted to the preparation of small
quantities. Larger utensils are provided for use among several pupils,
and there is more or less general equipment for class use. For baking,
a gas or coal range sometimes supplements the individual gas burners.
The result is an arrangement more like a school laboratory than a
home kitchen. Such an equipment is adapted to conventional teach-
ing conditions rather than to working conditions in the home, and
can not possibly suffice for teaching cooking in the vocational school.

THE TEACHER.

The difference in the aim and purpose of these two kinds of training
demands-a different type of teacher. As has been previously stated,
neither the training nor the experience of the usual teacher of do-
mestic science has been such as to fit her for " trade" teaching. The
teacher of 'cooking for home-making purposes in the vocational school
should have for entrance into the work the following qualifications:

(1) Trade qualifications.Experience in home making, such l,s
could be obtained from actual housekeeping. Commercial experience
in the preparation or marketing of food, such as would be obtained in
a food salesroom, tea, or lunch room.

,(2) Technical qualifications, such as knowledge of food composi-
tion and values, food manufacture and adulteration, chemistry of
foods, physiology of digestion, etc., equivalent to that given in the
usual normal course in domestic science.

(3) Academic qualifications. Graduation from high school or its
equivalent.

(4) Tea;ching qualifications.Knowledge of aim, organization,
methods, and problems of the vocational school and ability to teach
the subject so as to meet its requirements. This training is not at
present commonly given in normal-school courses.
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(5) Personal 'qualifications. The usual requirements of neatness
and of attractive personality, liking for young people, and enthusiasm
for the subject.

At present few schools are giving adequate preparation for all these
requirements, and it is doubtful if certain qualifications can ever be
obtained in the school alone. For some time, at least, the vocational
school will be under the necessity of giving supplementary training
to teachers after they have been admitted to service. Technical
knowledge can already be had in schools better fitted for this purpose
than the vocational school. The " trade" experience for the most
part must be obtained in the " industry," and should "be a pre-
requisite 'for service. Some provision must be made within 'the voca-
tional school itself for further training in teaching after the teacher
has entered the service and for contact with the home conditions of
the pupil.

III. MARKETS FOR THE PRODUCT.

The product of the home kitchen is not commonly sold, but it must
always be "marketable" in the sense that it must meet the demand
of the consumer, both as to quality and cost. This demand is not
standard, but varies according to the requirements', and circum-
stances of individual homes.

The girl must have the knowledge and skill which Come from the
actual handling of material. If she can be put up against the neces-
sity of making her product meet the test of a commercial market, she
becomes at once responsible for quality, cosi, and promptness of
delivery. This market will also make it possible to give her experi-
ence in handling food in the variety and quantity required in the
average home. The element of reality, moreover, will stimulate the
interest, of the pupil and give point to the teaching; for under those
conditions the instruction, as well as the product, must meet the
comptercial test of efficiency.

The market selected has much to do with the success or failure of
the instruction. The attempt to supply markets which do not give
proper training is a common cause of inefficiency. This may be
because the kind of food demanded is not that which is needed by
housekeepers. For instance, ability to make the small decorated
cakes which find such a ready sale in tea shops Might be an interest-
ing accomplishment for a housewife, but great skill in this is hardly
essential to the preparation of family meals. It may also be found
that supplying the market selected involves too much repetition and
does not give the necessary Variety. For example, a school lunch-
room has a constant dot:1mnd for sandwiches and cocoa, which are
not important, articles of home consumption. Again, a market may
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be too limited to give pupils proper working habitsthe housewife
works under a certain pressure .which demands speed and a division
ot,attention. Too small an output will not make a sufficient demand
on the pupil.

There are in every case difficulties to be met when the vocational
school' attempts to deliver a commercial product. Those are more or
less peculiar to the local situation and the individual school. In
addition to these, the cooking department has handicaps of its o n
which are peculiar to the "trade."

(1) In case of error or failure the chance of recovery is small. A
misplaced ingredient can not be removed, and it is impossible to take
apart the product for another trial.

(2) Strict time conditions govern certain markets; products for
these markets must be ready at a stated time with little if any leeway.

(3) All the products are of a perishable nature.
(4) In certain articles every minute between production and con-

sumption lessens marketability.
(5) Jn almost no other market is the individual peculiarity of the

customer such a controlling factor.
Which method of marketing the product is best adapted to the

individual school can only be decided after a careful study of local
conditions and consideration of such points as th3 following:

(1) Will the product reqviwd be such that from its preparation
the'pupils can get the kindIfierd variety of training needed ?

(2) Will the amount of product required be in proportion to the
number and ability of the pupils?

(3) Will the time of delivery be such that the school schedule can
be adjusted to meet it?

(4) Will the undertaking be a successful commercial transaction
and escape charity, graft, and bankruptcy ?

THE SCHOOL LUNCH AS A MARKET.

One of the most common markets is the school lunch. This is
usually a proposition to serve moderate-priced food at, or near, cost.
Aside from all question of its desirability as a market, one point to

.be considered is that it puts hot and nourishing food within roach of
the pupils at a price which they can afford to pay.

As as market for a commercial product it has certain disadvantages.
There is present the usual danger of exploiting the pupil, because the
absolute necessity of having the product in condition to serve at a
fixed time may too easily outweigh all other considerations. To sup-
ply food in such quantities as a lunchroom demands will give excellent
training in "wholesale cooking," but it requires careful, handling to
meet this demand and still keep the family meal as the basis of
instruction. Again there is the daily demand for certain staples that
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are not of much importance-to the housekeeper. To these three
objections may be added a fourthunless some special arrangements
can be made, the school lunch as a market offers no opportunity for
teaching table settin or service.

In spite of these di iculties, however, the school lunch can be made
a desirable method o disposing of the product if the food and not the
girl is adjusted to the market. The first consideration must be that the
pupils who .prepare the, lunch are given the'kind and variety of cook-
ing needed in a home. They must not be held to the drudgery nee,es-.
sary to the preparation of food in large quantities. The ability to
make 16 loaves of cake at once is of little value to the ordinary house-
keeper. When this quantity is needed, $ girls can be given this rule
to double, or 16 girls can each make one loaf. .Thirty pounds of fowl
can be divided among several classes, every girl having the responsi-
bility of dressing and evoking a chicken. The final destination of
ham, corn beef, and fowl may be a sandwich by way of the meat
copper, but out of this meat the pupils have had working experience
with home quantities.

Distribution of work, can be made after consulting the record of
each class, so that every girl has a variety of experience, and only
repetition will be necessary to gain skill and confidence. Heavy
work that has to be repeated every day, such as slicing bread, mak-
ing cocoa, and washing dishes, can be done by hired help and figured
as part of the cost of the lunch tube covered by the selling price.

This plan has proved feasible in that it has given pupils cooking
experience in quantity and kind that would hp° been impossible
without a market for the product. It has furnished a market which
is more entirely within the control of the school than any other that
has been tried. This control of the market is an important factor,
moreover, for it lessens the likelihood of exploiting the girl for the
sake of a commercial product. It also increases the possibilities of
shaping the demand to fit the product of which disposal must be
made.'

TEA ROOM, YOOD SALESROOM, CATERING AS A MARKET.

Another commercial market for the product of the cooking classes
may be secured by opening a public lunch or tea room. When pupils
are being trained for commercial cooking, this affords a better oppor-
tunity for business experience than does the schoollunch; but for the
pupil who wishes cooking only as a part of her training in home mak-
ing the lunch room and the tea room are open to certain objections.
One of these objections is the amount of work involved that is with-

This plan is in successful operation in the Newton Technical High School, Newton, Maas., the New
Bedford Industrial School, New Bedford, Nun., and the Headman Appretnioe Shops, NewHaven, Con.,
and other plane.

66498°-1b---8
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out direct bearing on home making. Another is that when catering
to the public the pressure of producing both quantity and quality is
such that all considerations of training are frequently sacrificed to
the commercial product.

There are, however, distinct advantages in this method of dis-
posal. The general trade has more money to spend than the pupil
who patronizes the.school lunch. This trade buys a meal rather than
a supplement to food brought from home. Thb demand for substan-
tial dishes is greater, with not so much call for sandwiches and
desserts. This makes it possible to keep a better balance in the
cooking, and to give the pupils more variety in meat, fish, soup, and
vegetablesespecially vegetables, for which, there is a compara-
tively small sale in the school lunch room. There is an opportunity
for table setting and service which is lacking where the trade con-
sists of 3 and 5 cent ordets served in large numbers.

When the school is not favorably located to secure the kind of
trade desired, it will be necessary to rent Space in the businesi sec-
tion of the city, often at a distance from the school, in order to carry
on this business. A departure of this kind introduces additional
problems into the school management.

(1) Can the school handle sufficient trade to meet the rent and
other expenses incidental to an undertaking of this kind ?,

(2) Can a sufficient number of teachers be had to care for a "scat-
tered school?"

(g) Have any of the school faculty sufficient business ability to
manage the proposed undertaking!

(4) How can work which is drudgery and not a legitimate part of
the pupil's training be handled?

(5) What arrangements can be made for the time schedule, and,
if necessary, how will transportation of the pupils between the
school and the lunch room be provided?

(6) Service at the lunch room will call for long hours. What
assignments can be made in justice to the pupils?

(7) Shall all pupils put in some time at the lunch room daily, or
shall the work be done by pupils serving longer hours and a week at
a time

(8) Will it be possible to make a financial success of a lunch which
is only open for business when the school is in session, or will it be
necessary to make some arrangement for its operation on Saturdays
and during vacation?

(9) If so, how can it be- done
In a general discussion of this kind no attempt can be made to

answer these questions. They are offered to further emphasize what
has already been statedthat no decision should be made as to
method of marketing the product until after a careful consideration
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of the local situation. The fmal decision in every case must be made
on the basis of the conditions governing the individual school.

Another method of disposal which is often advocated is cooking
for the food salesroom. The experience to be had from this market
is limited, since it involves the repeated preparation ofa feNV articles
of food. The demand is chiefly for bread, cake, and pies.

Among the patrons of a food salesroom it is often possible to. work
up a trade in the jellies, pickles, and preserves which it is desirable
that the pupils be taught to make. These articles form a product
which it is not always easy to market at a profit in the school lunch.
This is, however, a minor consideration. If the school produces a
standard art;cle put up in attractive shape, there is usually no diffi-
culty in disposing of all that can be made through a local grocer.

When the school has under its control facilities for serving a number
of people, and when these are in an accessible location, there will be
numerous opportunities for catering for school organizations and
local gatherings. This gives the pupils an opportunity to prepare
food different from that which constitutes the bulk of their experience.
It brings them in touch with the social life of the community and
gives them excellent discipline in teamwork.

IV. PART-TIME CLASSES FOR HOUSEKEEPERS.

The teaching of cooking in the vocational school is not only the
problem of training the 14 to 16 year old girl; it is also the problem
of teaching the adult housekeeper. In every community there are
women engaged in home making who have found that in certain ways
they are not equal to the task they have undertaken. Their ineffi-
ciency is due to a lack of specific knowledge or skill. In the case of
cooking, it may he that a housekeeper has found that there are cer-
tain things which her family want that she can not make well, such
as bread, pie, or jelly; or perhaps she is not able to feed the family
satisfactorily with the money at her disposal. Just as economic
necessity brings the wage earner to the trade school to increase her
earning capacity, so economic necessity may also bring the house-
keeper to the school to direct her spending capacity.

Besides the young housekeeper who may find herself unable to
meet the demands of her particular domestic situation, there is also
the more mature housekeeper, whom the vocational school can serve.
She, too, may not be able to meet certain demands of her household,
or it may be that she needs help in adapting herself to changing con-
ditions. Increase in the cost of the food material which she has been
accustomed to handle has put it but of her reach. For instance, she
can no longer afford to buy the only cuts of meat which she knows
how to cook; or she hears of new methods and labor-saving devices
of which she is ignorant, such as casseroles and the fireless cooker.
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Both cases concern women who have had experience in the work
for which they need instruction and are able to define their needs.
A "general course in cooking," which may he adapted to the ignorance
of the beginner, takes no account of the skill and knowledge these
mature workers have gained by actual experience, and may waste
their time on work in which they are already proficient,. The general
course also assumes that these women all have the same need of
instruction, while actually there are only small groups with a common
need. Housekeepers of the kind described are ready to give their
time and attend classes in cookiig, if they have any assurance of
learning the particular thing or things they wish to know. °To secure
the attendance of a housekeeper of this type, the vocational school
must organize its work 'in a large variety of short units to meet her
needs, arrange the sessions of the classes to meet. her convenience,
secure a teacher in whom she will have confidence, and then bring
these classes to the attention of the woman who is very much confined
within her own home. The short-unit course is the kind of instruction
needed (or this work. Snch a list of unit courses for housekeepers as
will be found on page 23 is only suggestive; these may be repeated,
duplicated, and extended according to the demands of the individual
situation.

Attendance can he secured for both day and evening classes in
cooking. The housekeeper diff;rs from the wage earner in that to a
certain extent she controls her own time; her work can be adjusted to
admit of more or less absence. This makes afternoon classes for the
housekeeper not only possible, but in many cases most desirable. In
some instances she finds it more convenient to attend evening classes.'
This is especially true of the housekeeper who is also a wage earner.

A successful teacher of these classes must have a personality which
inspires respect and confidence in these women; she must be a person
to whoin they will go individually for advice. There is not as
great a necessity here for commercial experience as for a wide domestic
experience in all kinds of home cooking. For certain special work,
such "as Italian or Kosher cooking, a teacher may be needed who
knows the language or is of the same nationality as her pupils.

Bringing these classes to the attention of the women who will be
benefitted by them is a question of judicious advertising. Posters
are of little value for this purpose, as they do not go into the home.
The newspaper will reach a certain type of pupil, but in oiler homes
it is never read by the women of the family. One of the most effective
methods is the circular or circular letter sent through the mail. Mail-
ing lists can be made up from the membership rolls of organizations
patronized by the women the school wishes to enroll. Many labor
unions have declared themselves in favor of home-making instruction
foi women, and in some instances have shown interest in placing Ws
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information in the hands of wives and daughters of their members.
These circulars must be a very clear and simple statement of facts.
At the risk of repetition, they should answer all possible questions in
regard to the classes. The circulars below have been used for this
purpose and are inserted to show what information it has been found
necessary to give.

COOKING AND SEWING CLASSES FOR WOMEN OF

(A) At the Girls' Department of the Trade School.
When: If there is sufficient demand, it is planned to open the classes

January 5.
Where: At the Girls' Department of the Trade School, 79 Broadway.
For wham: These dames are opened to any woman or girl over 16 years old who

lives in the city of
Cost: These classes are free.
Session: Each class meets once a week from 3 until 5 o'clock. The number of

lessons is given after each subject.
Product: For the dressmaking classes you bring your own material and have what

you make. The school funiishes the material for the cocking classes.
but you can have what you make by paying, whitt it costs. The
classes in expert cleaning and fine laundry work will give you a
chance to cleanse your Own clot los

Teachers: These classes will ull he under the charge of women who are experts in
the work they teach.

Registration: To register, 511 out the attached blank and mail to the Trade School, 79
Broadway. Additional blanks may be obtained at this office. A
woman may register for any one of these courses or for more than one

. if she wishes. Admission to all these classes is limited to 15 to 20
pupils; the preference will be given to those who register first; sa
Registry of once. You will be notified by mail if your application can
be accepted and the date on which the first meeting of the class will
be held. No class will be opened unless there are at least 15 applica-
tions for instruction in that

COOKING FOR 11011SEKF.EPERS.

',mons.

subject.

Leamoru.
1. Yeast bread, biscuits, and rolls.. 6 6. Breakfasts 6
3. Baking-powder biscuits and 7. " Dinner-pail " lunches 8

breakfast cakes 6 8. School-children's lunches 8
3. Pastry 6 9. 'Sunday-night suppers 6
4. Cake, 8 10. Simple family meals 8
5. Desserts. 10 11. Cooking for infants and invalids. 8

SEWING FOR HOUSEKEEPERS.

Awo LOSSORS

12. Shirt waists 8 20. Mending and repairing 8
13. Fancy waists 12 21. Use of sewing-machine attach-
14. Skirts 12 ments 6
15. Unlined dresses 16 Can you use the tucker, ruffier,
16. Underwear 10 hemmer, and binder which be-
17. Baby clothes 12 long to your sewing machine?
18. Children's clothes 16 22. White embroidery JO
19. Household sewing (bed linen,

table linen, etc.) 8
23. Embroidery for gowns 10
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CLEANING AND 'YIN IC LAUNDRY WORE 'POR HOUSEKEEPERS.

P. Lessons. Lamas.
24. Washing blankets and flannels.. 4 27. Removing stains 4

25.. Laundering shirt waists 4 28. Cleaning
26. Fine starching and ironing 6 211. Cleaning solutions 4

AgLICATION BLANK

Date

game , Adarem lIccupiktion

CourCes deairod (give lmitlinaine and number)

(B) At the Housekeeping Center, 98} View Street.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
HOW TO COOK HOW TO SEW

MEAT? SHIRT WAISTS I

VEGETABLES 1/111:t1t.SES

SOUP? SKIRTS?

BREAD ? UNDERWEAR

CAKE ? CILILDREN'S CLOTHING ?

BREAKFAST ? 110USHIOLD ?

DINNER ? SEWING

SUPPER 4 MENDING 4

-THESE CLASSES ARE FREE.
THEY ARE FOR YOU.

If you wish to belong, come and put your name in on Thtirsday,or
Friday, 26th to 27th, 3 to 4.30 p. m.

There is another class of women whom the vocational school can
servethe "prospective housekeepers." This class is made up of
two groupsone, house daughters who have finished their regular
school training, and the other and larger group, young women who
are in various kinds of employment during the day. All these
young women have, an immediate prospect of homes of their own,
and to them benefit from cooking instruction is no longer a deferred
value. While the girls in this group are more mature than the
regular vocational school pupils, their basis of experience is limited
as compared with the housekeeper and their need of instruction is
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general rather than specific. The short-vnit course is also the best
method of teaching these girls, but the units should be organized
with more regard to the preparation of meals than of single articles
of food. These courses should he given in day and evening classes
according to the demands of the registration. This registration may
be secured by the mailing of circulars and also by .posters placed
in stores, factories, and offices where women are employed.

SAMPLE UNIT COURSES FOR PART-TIME AND EVENING CLAB8E8.1

The following are sample unit courses which may be used for
part-time instruction in home mud g fur housekt.epers. These
courses are only suggestive, and this is in no sense a complete list
of work -which might be given in this subject. The courses them-
selves and the number of lessons in each should be arranged to meet
the needs of the pupils.

Lemma
1. Meat
2. Soups and stews
3. Left /were 8
4. Meat sultsti utes 16

5. Fish 6

6. Clams and oysters
7. Vegetables 8

8. Bread and rolls 6

9. Mullins and quick broad
10. Cake 8
11. Cookies 6
12. Cold desserts 6
13. Hot desserts 6
14. Frozen desserts
15. Pastry 6

16. Salads
17. Sandwiches 4

Lessons.
IS. Ens 4
19. Canning and preserving 12
20. "Dinner pails" 6
21. School children's lidwhes 6
22 Sunday-night suppers 8
23. Breakfasts 5
24. Fireless cooker and paper-bag

cooking
25. Kosher cooking 10
26. Italian cooking 10
27. Infant feeding 6
28. Meals for children from 2 to 6

years old
29. Cooking for invalids and special

diets 8
30. Marketing 6
21. Table setting and serving 4

V. TAKING INSTRUCTION TO THE PUPIL.

In the attempt to place instruction in cooking within the reach
of all women, not only must local needs be studied and careful and
systematic measures be taken to supply them, but in many cases
means must be devised to take this instruction to the consumer.

In a city of any size distances are often prohibitive. A working
woman has neither time nor strength to reach a distant class;
neither can she always afford carsfare. Instruction in cooking for
this woman must be easily accessible. A number of small centers,

I Many of these rhort-unit courses are in operation In the evening schools of Rochester, N. Y., Albany,
N. Y., Worcester, Mess., Lawrence, Mass., and many other pieces. An extended list of such places may
be found In Bulletin No. 17 of the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.
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located where registration is heavy, will serve better than one large
central plant. It has been found possible not only to open classes
where they can be conveniently reached, but, also to take instruction
into places of employment and into the home itself. Special rooms
for this purpose can often be fitted up at small cost in the base-
ments of regular school buildings, and sometimes rooms well adapted
to such work can be rented in convenient locations.

Id one instance instruction was taken to the place of employment
by using the "cookhouse" which a cotton mill had built for the pur-
pose of preparing employees' dinners. The use of this building
was secured for one night a week by the local vocational school.
Posters were placed in the mill inviting the women employees to
meet here and cook their own supper with the help of a teacher from
the school. Two sample menus, with their cost, were given on this

;poster. Registration was taken through the foreman, and more
women applied than it was possible to accommodate. At the close
of the -mill day as many women as could get into the " cookhouse "
came directly from their work and cooked supper under the direc-
tion of the teacher. The mill furnished the kitchen and equipment,
the sch644 supplied the teacher, and the pupils paid the cost of
material,- which was never over 12 cents a person. This method
of taking instruction to the pupil proved very useful. Therei.was
no falling off in interest and attendance, and the women asked to
have the classes continued permanently. Two sample menus are
given to show the kind of cooking in which these women wore
interested.

SUPPER No. 1.

Cheese pudding. Baked onions. 'Cold
slaw. Peanut cookies. Coffee.

SUPrER No. 2.

Codfish in tomato sauce. Cereal muf-
fins. Dried apricot shortcake. Cocoa.

Cheese pudding $0. 48 Codfish in tomato sauce $0. 30
Baked onions . 10 Muffins 24
Cold slaw . 15 Shortcake .20
Cookies. .40 Cocoa 23
Coffee . 28 Fuel . 08
Fuel . 10

1. 10Total coat
Total cost 1.51 For "family " of 14

For "family" of 14 Individual coot 08
Individual cost .411

COOPERATION WITH THE HOME.

It is believed by some that. the school will not reach an efficient
method of teaching cooking until the instruction is given under actual
domestic conditions in the home itself. Instruction in the school-

* room, it is maintained, cdn at best be made only an imitation of
home conditions and, therefore,' can never be thoroughly efficient.
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In some instances, at least, instruction in cooking has been actually
taken by the school into the home of the pupil. In one particular
case 15 young women who wished Co form a class volunteered the use
of their home kitchens.' They had 10 lessons in the preparation of
breakfasts. The class met at the homes of the mimbers, and both
cooked and served breakfasts planned for families in moderate cir-
cumstances. The pupils not only had the experience of cooking
and serving these breakfasts, but of actually doing the work under
the conditions of 10 different kitchens. The success of this particular
class was largely due to the ability of the teacher in securing the
cooperation of the pupils and a spirit of independent work.

While this was an evening class composed of girls employed during
the day, the experiment is of interest and may be regarded as pro-
phetic of home-making instruction in the future. At the present
time no instance is known of the continuous and systematic giving
of instruction in the home of the day-school pupil. As a move in
this direction some schools have tried the experiment of giving credit
to the pupil for work done in the home.'

In a few cases the school has gone a step farther in an attempt to
utilize the home as a place of practice for the pupil. Different house-
hold tasks are gone over in detail as preliminary preparation, and
practice is given in certain processes, such as making pie crust or
planning a meal. The girl then does this work in her own home as a
part of the family housekeeping, and brings to the school a written
report signed by her parent to denote whether the service rendered
has met the family requirements.

For a satisfactory working 'out of this scheme, it will be desirable
for the school to be in very close touch with the families and home
conditions of the pupils. The parent's signature to the written
report is only one means of securing this cooperation, which must
come largely through the teacher herself. For this purpose she will
need to have time assigned for more or less direct supervision of the
girl's home work. This supervision will generally 'take the form of
friendly calls. Since these calls are to be made in that most inacces-
sible of placesanother woman's kitchenthe success of this method
will depend on the personality of the teacher and the tact and dis-
cretion which she can use in dealing with the girls' mothers.

The card reproduced below has been used to secure the interest and
cooperation of the girl's mother. Credit is given for work done at
home when that space is filled out and properly signed. In this way
the mother may know what the girl is being taught in the school
and what she may be expected to know when called upon to help in

Wakefield Evening Industrial School, Wakefield, Maas.
I The following, among others: Boardman apprentice Shops, New Flaven,fonn.; Belmont, N. Y.;

Sinclakville, N. Y.; LoWvAle, N. Y.; and Orelgsville, N. Y.
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the home. The teacher is also informed as to how much opportunity
the girl has to put in practice what she is taught in the school.

COOKING MCCORD.

Pupil Week ending

School Home

Quality of work Quality of work

Attitude toward work Attitude toward work

Teacher's signature Parent's signature

There would seem to be certain objections to this practice. When
a girl works at home she is very much under the influence of her
mother's methods and example, and in some cases this is most uncle:-
sirable. If the great part of her actual experience is to be in her own
home, the experience will be limited to supplying the needs of a few
people, and to the use of such utensils as the home affords. The
equipment of the average kitchen is also a handicap. It is in most
cases a hit-or-miss collection of utensils with which the housekeeper
is already familiar, rather than the result of an intelligent search for
those which will lighten labor. A woman will refuse a time-and-
labor-saving device -for no other reason than that it was not in her
mother's kitchen. The school is prepared to give the girl a greater
variety of experience with utensils and material than the average
home can afford. When working in the school the girl learns from
the experience of the other girls. The excited discussions carried on
in trade-school kitchens are sufficient, evidence that the pupils are
quick to observe, and that they form their own opinions.

VI. THE N AND ITS EQUIPMENT:
Much of the inefficie cy of trade instruction in cooking is due to

inadequate or unsuitable equipment. In some schools the laboratory
equipment previously discussed has been adopted outright or with
modifications. In other schools the cooking department has as its
basis the home kitchen, but doubled or tripled in size and equipment
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until it will accommodate 15 to 20 girls. In a few instances an insti-
tutional equipment has been installed with all the "machinery" for
cooking in large quantities. Instruction given under any of these
circumstances leaves much to be desired in efficiency and direct rela-
tion to the job for which it is ,upposed to train.

An important factor in training the girl "on the job," as has been
previously stated, is to give her this training under conditions which
are real; that is, under conditions which at least approximate those of
the actual "job." It is these conditions which should determine the
arrangement and equipment of the kitchen in the vocational school.
In this connection it is a serious mistake to ignore a fundamental
difference between home making and such other trades as millinery and
power-machine operating, for instance. As compared with the condi-
tions of employment in these industries, home making is carried on
in comparative solitude. In other workrooms of the vocational school
the conditions are normal; that is, they are essentially those of the
industry where a number of women work close together in a certain
partnership of interest. The mistaken attempt to carry this organi-
zation over into the cooking department results in a variety of arrange-
ments, whereby a single kitchen is made to accommodate 15 to 20
girls. Under no circumstances can a kitchen equipped even for 15
girls be made a reproduction of home conditions.

The "job" for which the girl is to be trained is the home; therefore
the school must approximate the " trade" conditions under which this
work is commonly done. The kitchen, for example, should be about
the same type as that found in the average home, and the equipment
and utensils such as could be afforded by the housekeeper in ordinary
circumstances. Can this be done under school conditions ? How
will it be possible to handle classes of sufficient size to prevent the
cost of instruction from being prohibitive

In the "unit" kitchen has been found a method which approaches
the requirements of giving actual training under home conditions. By
this method the home kitchen is made the unit of construction, the
units being repeated as often as the number of pupils demands. These
kitchens are small rooms like the ordinary tenement kitchen, and are
furnished with sink, gas stove, and the necessary utensils. The
equipment should be simple, planned to put the girl on working
terms with the kitchen at home. The rooms are built with only

'three walls, the fourth side being open on the hall. By this arrange-
ment one instructor can supervise the work in a number of kitchens.
A class of 15 can be taken care of, each kitchen accommodating 5
girls, as in the New Bedford Industrial School, New Bedford, Mass.,
or in the Boardman Apprentice Shops, New Haven, Conn.
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This plan does not require a specially constructed building. Under
present conditions the trade school is usually housed in any quarters
it can get, from a factory to a dwelling house. Any plan, therefore,
which is not adaptable to the most unpromising conditions can not
be a real help in the solution of this problem. If a plan calls for ex-
tensive rebuilding, its usefulness is extremely limited.

Figures 1 to 4 show floor plans of two buildings where unit kitch-
ena have been installed. The kitchens shown in figure 2 and plate 1
are on the third floor of a carriage storehouse, which is the building
devoted to the girls' vocational school. Since this building was not
regarded as a permanent location for the school, the work was done
in the cheapest possible fashion. Light studding was put up, and

fr the interior finish was wall board. All work except painting and
plumbing was done by the boys' department of the school. This
construction was cheap, attractive, and satisfactory. Figure 3
shows the floor space in a brick school. building before it was devoted
to trade-school purpoties, and figure 4 shows Low it was rearranged
for unit kitchens. A more permanent and expensive construction
was employed here with no particular gain in appearance or serv-
iceability.

If these kitchens are equipped according to the suggestions in the
detailed list, pupils will have much practical work in determining
comparative desirability' and cost of kitchen furnishings. For in-
stance, three gas stoves were bought, but of three different makes;
an iron sink was placed in one kitchen, a white enamel sink in the
second, and a stone sink in the third; the refrigerators are also of dif-
ferent kinds. The same idea was followed in selecting the utensils;
both glass and wooden rolling-pins are included in the list, and prices
are given on enamel ware of three different grades.
4 The equipment given is the one used for the three kitchens
shown in plate 2A. This with the restaurant equipment which fol-
lows, answered the purpose of this particular vocational schoolto
give training in cooking for home-making purposes to all girls in the
school, and to women desiring part-time instruction by means of the
unit course in dny and evening classes; also to market this product
in the school lunch room, where 150 people could be served. Other
conditions would require variation in this equipment to meet pe-
culiar needs. The specifications and prices are those of the city
where the goods were bought. In every case prices on kitchen
equipment are regular retail prices. Discounts obtained on quan-
tity have been omitted. The costs of restaurant dishes, glass, and
silver. are the regular prices of -a wholesale house dealing in hotel
Ware.
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EQUIPMENT FOR THREE
1. EQUIPMENT FOR COMMON USE

Cost.
1 rettigerstor 840.00
1 refrigerator, white, all steel 47.00
2 refrigerator pans, galvanirnd iron, Large size 1.50
I clothes line .

'8

UNIT KITCHENS.
BETWEEN THE THREE KITCHENS.

I wheeled table 30 inches high, top 3 by 2 feet,
shelf 6 feet from flenr, 2-foot rail around top
and shelf, the wh, finished with spar
varnish

Cost.

810.00

Total 99.25

2. STOREROOM EQUIPMENT FOR COMMON USECost.- Cost.
12 drip pans, 17 by 12 inches $4.80 1 set measurers, 1, 2, 4, 8 quart, bushel,
8 pudding dishes, Guernsey ware, 94 inches bound, varnished, and sealed 82.00

outside measure 2.40 1 double roasting pan 2.00
8 pudding dishes, Guernsey ware, 104 inches 1 North Pole Ice-cream freezer 25

outside measure. , 3.38 1 White Mountain ice-cream freezer 2.90
12 ctocks, with covers, 4-gallon 9.80 1 Alaska ice-cream freezer 2.68
6 crocks, with covers, 2-gallon 3.80 I bread cutter 4.00
1 teapot, earthenware, 2-quart 2.50 2 cake closets, white Japanned, 3sbelves 8.20
Itb casseroles, red clay, 7-ounce, without 2 bread boxes, white japanned 4.60

covers, 4 inches outside 30. 1 broad mixer, 8 loaves 2.00
50 ramok ins, Guernsey, white inside 3.50 1 hammer, 8-011IICe .60
24 eusts-d cups, Guernsey, white Inside 1.80 14 dozen glass cups, plain, with handle 7.70
6 casseroles, Guernsey, round, with cover,

12 inches outside, No. 10 12.00
1 coffee pot, copper bottom
1 stepladder, 4 steps

2.50
1.20

3 casseroles, Guernsey, round, with cover,
9 inches outside, No. 69 3.80

Total 115.69

3. EQUIPMENT FOR KITCHEN NO. 1

1 gas stove

I sink, Alberine stone, with back and cap,
36 by 22 inches, faucets and connections

Cost.
$33.00

CLAIM.

12 meastuing cups, thirds and quarters
Cost.
$1.20

included
1 table, pine, 5 by 29 feet, with drawer
4 factory stools, 24-inch

23.00
5.00
2.07

4 lemon squeezers, lipped trays, No. 3
2 glass rolling pins, 12 by 3 inches
2 Jugs, I-gallon.
8 Jars with fl -ores.. tops, 1-quart

.40
.90

1.00

WOODENWARE. 8 Jars with 11.11 screw tops, 1-pint .80
I mop handle .35 1 butter Jar, flattop, medium .30
towel rack, 5 arms .15 CUTLERY.

I set flour buckets, 3 in a set 1.95
4 pastry boards, 20 by 30 inches, cleated ends. 2.00 6 spatulas, 0-inch Ong, riveted In handle 3.00
I chopping howl, 12-inch, round, oiled . 2.8 8 cosaknives, medium .84
1 chopping bowl, 14 -inch, round, oiled .50 8 forks, throe prong, medium
1 rolling pin, 10 ny 14 inches, revolving han- 6 vegetable knives, riveted handle .90

dles . 25 6 vegetable knives, ferrule driven in handle .60
5doughnut cutters .90 1 center-cut bread knife .50
1 ham Wad, io br 14 inches .30 1 butcher knife, 6-inch 4, .35
1 dish rack, folding .30 1 bread knife, 8-hich .45
1 vegetable brush, 14 -Inch, tvine .45 1 mincing knife, 2 tinge in handle .35
I scrub brush, solid back .20 1 flesh fork, wooden handle .25
1 potato masher .10 1 ice pick, 6 inches long .10
I cake spoon, 12-inch slit bowl .24 4 knives, I asher silver .68
2 cake spoons, 12-inch, solid bowl .33 4 forks, Lusher silver .443

1 steel for sharpening .80
IRONWARE.

SPOONR.
I fry pan, No. 7 site .35
I fry pan, No. 8 size .38 2 sets aluminum measuring spoons 4, hi.... .40
1 griddle, medium size, with side handle, 1 aluminum spoon, 13 inches long .36

No. 8 .36 1 aluminum spoon, lb inches long .40
1 frying kettle, with basket 1.90 12 teaspoons, Lasher silver

8 tablespoons, Luber silver .94
EARTHENWARE.

3 nests of bowls, Sin a nest (brown and white) AGATE OR ENAMEL WARE.

Guernsey 7.35 1 teakettle, seamless, 5-quart 1.10
1 platter, 12-inch white ware .21 1 saucepan, 2-quart, lipped .25
1 platter, 18 inch white ware .54 1 saucepan, 8- quart, lipped 36
2 pitchers,,l'ortland style, 24-quart 80 1 kaucepv., 4-quart, lipped .40
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3. EQUIPMENT FOR KITCHEN NO. 1-Continued.

AOATZ oa IMAMS/ shns.--oontinued.
Cost.

3 enamel covers for the above 90.70
I rice or milk boiler, 1-quart, with enamel

cover . as
1 doe or milk boiler, 2-quart, with enamel

cover .00
1 rice or milk boiler, 3-quart, with enamel

<WM L26
1 rice or milk boiler, 4-quart, with enamel

cover 1.60
1 stove pot, 14-quart, with enamel cover 1.70
4 Berlin kettles, 6-quart, with enamel cover 3.12
2 pie plates, large, II -inch diameter, 12/4

Indies deep., . 48
12 pie plates, small, 9-inch diameter, inch

deep 2.16
1 wash bowl, 12inch diameter .30
1 dish pan, 164-inch diameter, 5 inches deep 1.00
1 ladle with hooked handle . 15
1 colander, No. 2 site .5(1
1 coffee pot, 4-quart, enamel cover .80
1 corner sink strainer .26

TINWASX:

1 strainer, 4Inch, with rest and wooden
handle .10

1 strainer, fine, 6 inches in diameter .25
1 strainer, coarse, 6 Inches in diameter .25
1 soap shaker, large .15
7 cake coolers, 10 by 14 inches LOS
1 dish dralugr, heavy wire .25
2 potato ricers .25
1 funnel, 'age, 7- Inch. .35
1 funnel, small, 44 -inch .20
1 Dour sifter .25
6 bread tins, No. 1 sponge 1.20
2 Cake pans, No. 2 square biscuit .60

4. EQUIPMENT FOR

Coat.
1 gas stove $40.00
1 sink, iron enamel, with Integral beck, faucets

and connections included 15.00
1 composition top table 10.00
1 table, pine, 5 feet by 29 inches, with drawer 5.00

WOODENWARE.
I mop handle .35
1 towel rack, 5-arm .15
I set flour buckets, 3 in a set 1.95
4 pantry boards, 20 by 30Inches, cleated ends 2.00
1 rolling pin, 10 by 14, revolving handles 25
1 chopping bowl, round, 122inch, oiled . 25
1 chopping bowl, round, 14inch, oiled .50
6 doughnut cutters .90
1 ham board, 10 by 14 inches . 30
1 dish rack, folding .30
1 vegetable brush, 14-inch, twine-bound .45
1 potato masher .10
2 cake spoons, 12-inch, slit bowl .21
2 cake spoons, 12-inch, solid bowl .20
1 scrub brush, solid beck .23

IRON WARE.
1 fry pan, size No 7 20
1 fry pan, size No. 8 .38
1 griddle, medium size, with Side handle,

No. 8 .35
1 frying kettle with basket, No. 0103 L. & G

Mfg. Co L 90

TflYIIARE-oontinutxl.

2 cake pans, No. 1 square biscuit
1 grater, No. 2
1 grater, No. 2 (different make)
1 colander, 12-inch
1 cake turner, square
1 quart measure, graduated
1 oorer
I milk-bottle opener
12 biscuit cutters, 4 each of sizes Nos. 14,

and 3
1 sktruner ladle
I wire dishcloth
2 sets muffin tins, 12 in a set
1 angel-cake tin, tube, removable bottom

MISCELLANEOUS.

1 garbage pall, with cover, galvanized !con-
1 rubbish can, galvanized Iron
I scrub pall, 12-quart, heavy, galvanised?ron
1 twine mop, medium, le-ounce
I broom
I can opener, with corkscrew
3 egg beaters, No. 1
2 egg beaters
I set spice boxes, 5in a set, white enamel
I dustpan
1 sanitary dustpan
I dustpan brush
1 dustpan brush, No. 3
I cream whip, 1-quart
1 Ice -ream Other, 10 portions to quart
1 food ehoppCr
4 asbestos mats, round, 10-ineh, tin-bound
4 abastos mats, oval, 12-inch, tin -bound

Total

KITCHEN NO. 2.

EARTHEN WARS.

3 nests of bowls, 4 in set, white ware
2 milk pitchers, white ware, C. C., 24-quart
1 platter, white ware, C. C., 12-quart
1 platter, white were, C. C., 18-quart

GLASS.

12 measuring cups, thirds and quarters
4 lemon squeezers, with lipped trays No. 3
2 glass rolling pins, 12 by 3 inches
2 j;igs, 1 -gallon
8 Jars with flat screw tops, 1-quart
8 Jars with flat screw tops, 1 -pint
1 butter Jar, flat top, medium

CUTLERY.

6 spatulas, 6-Inch, ling riveted In handle
8 case knives, medium
8 forks, three-prong, medium
6 vegetable knives, riveted handle
6 vegetable knives, ferrule driven in handle
1 center-cut bread knife No. 127
1 butcher knife, Much
1 bread knife, 8-inch
1 mincing knife, 2 tinge In bandit)
1 fifth fork, wooden handle
1 lee pick, 6 inches long.
1 French meat carver, 10 inches ices- . A
1 lamb cleaver, 6 -inch blade

Cost.
90. 50

.10

.80

.10
.20
.10
.06

L20
.10
.10

LOD
.20

.78
2.00
.50
.35
.B0
.10

1.50
.so
.45
.36
.50

1.00
.as
.50

1.50
1.00
.41
.00

161.12

Cost
$6.90

.66
.21
.54

1.20
.40

90
1.00
.80
.90
.30

8.00
.84
.84
.90
.60
50

.35

.45

.36
26

.10
1.95
1.15
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A. SCHOOL NO. 2. UNIT KI I CHENS.

B. DETAIL OF ONE KITCHEN SHOWN IN A.



THE ,ICITCHEN AND ITS EQUIPMENT.

4. EQUIPMENT FOR KITCHEN NO. 2-Continued.
CITTLERT--oontioued.

4 knives, Luber silver
Cos.
30.06

2 forks, Lather silver 46

SPOONS.

2 sets aluminum measuring spoons, I, 6,6.-
1 aluminum spoon, 13 inches long
I aluminum spoon, 18 inches long
12 teaspoons, Laser silver
8 tablespoons, I.asher silver -

.4o

.36

.40

.as

.94

AGATE OR ENAMEL WARE.

1 teakettle, seamless, 5 quarts .60
1 saucepan, 2-quart, lipped IS
1 saucepan, 3-quart, lipped .16
1 saucepan, 4-quart, lipped... .22
3 amaze' covers for the above .47
1 rice or milk boiler, 1-quart, with enamel

Cover
1 I'm or milk boiler, 2-quart, with enamel

COVET

1 rice or milk boiler, 3-quart with enamel
oover

1 rice or milk boiler, 4-quart, with enamel
cover

1 stove pot, 14-quart, with enamel cover
4 Berlin kettles, frinch, with enamel cover
2 pie plates, large,Ilinches diameter, 1 i inches

deep
12 pie plates, sma11,9 inches d nitwit! , 1 f inches

deep
1 washbowl, 12 Inches diameter
1. dishpan, 14-quart,I64 by 5 inches
1 corner sink strainer
1 ladle with hooked handle
1 colander, No. 2 alms'

TINWARE.

1 strainer, 4- inch,with rest and wooden handle
1 fine strainer, 6 Inches diameter
1 coarse strainer, 6 inches diameter
I extension strainer
I large soap shaker
7 cake coolers, 10 by 14 inches

dish drainer, heavy wire
2 potato ricers

.53

.60

.76

.96
1.10
1.80

.36

1.44
.20
.50
.23
.10
.33

,10
.26
.26
.10
.15

1.06
.25
.50

5. EQUIPMENT FO
Cost.

1 gas stove. 13& 00
1 cast-iron sink, with back, fascists included 7.00
I table, pine, 5 feet by 29 inches, with draw 5.00
4 factory stools, 24-Inch 2. of

WOODENWARE.

1 pastry board, 20 by 30 inches, cleated ends.
1 rolling pin, 10 by n inches, revolving han-

dles
1 round chopping bowl, 12-inch, oiled
1 round chopping bowl, 14-inch, oiled
2 wooden cake spoons, 12-Inch, alit bowl
2 wooden cake spoons, 12-incb, solid bowl
I potato masher
0 doughnut cutters
I ham board, 10 by 14 inches
1 dish rack, folding
1 vegetable brush, If-inch, twine bound
I set flour buckets, 3 In a set
1 clotheshorse, 5 feet, 3-lold

.00

.25

.26

.50

.24

.20

.10

.90

.30

.30

.45
1.96
.96

serwsis-oontlnued.
3 layer-oake tins, round, medium
1 hmnel, large, 7 -Inch.
I funnel, small, 46-inch
1 dour sifter
6 bread tins, No. 1 sponge
2 cake pans, No. 2 square biscuit
2 cake pans, No. 1 square blsoult
1 grater, No.
1 rater No. 2 (different make)
1 colander, 12-inch_
1 casks turner, square
1 quart measure, graduated
1 cork
12biscuiteutters,4eaoh of sizes Nes.1,2,and 3
1 skimmer, flat
1 skimmer, ladle
1 milk-bottle opener
1 wire dishcloth
1 nutmeg grater
I angel-cake tin, tube, removable bottom..
2 eels muffin tins, 12 In a set

83

Oast.
00.30

as
20

ZS

1.20
so

.50

.10

.10
00
ba

.30
10

1.20
.10
.10
.05
. to

10

.20

1.00

NISCILLLANEGULL

1 garbage pail with cover, galvaribed iron
No. 03 .78
rubbish can 2.00

1 scrub pail, heavy, galvanized Iron, 12-quart .50
1 twine mop, 16-ounce, medium .36
1 broom .60
lean opener, with eorkacrew 1 .10
3 egg beaters 1.60
2 egg beaters (different makes) .30
1 cream whip, 1-quart .60
I set spice b0Sfe, white enamel, 5 in a set .46
I aluminuth tee ball .20
1 dustpan .86
1 sanitary dustpan .60
1 dustpan brush 1.00
I dustpan brush (diffeeent else), .36
1 food chopper 1.00
4 asbestos mats, round, 10-Inch, tin bound .40
4 asbestos mats, oval, 12-Lech, tin bound .60
1 loseream dither, 10 portions to the quart 1.60

Total 142.30

R KITCHEN NO. 3.
Cost.

Poops/Maas-continued.
1 towel rack, 5-arm $0.
I mop handle. .36
1 scrub brush, solid back .20

tantiwals.
1 fry pan, No. 7 site .35
1 fry pan, No. Maize .33
1 griddle, medium size, with side handle,

No. 8 .35
I fry kettle with basket .90 .

EARTHERNWARE.

3 nests of bowls, 4 in a set, yellow ware__ a. 58
2 milk pitchers, white ware, 2f-quart .66
1 platter, 12-Inch, white ware .21
1 platter, 151noh, white ware .64

GLASSWARE.

12 meesUring cups, thirds and quarters L 20
4 lemon squeezers with lipped trays, No. 3 . 40

2 eagi rolling pins, 12 by 3inches . 90
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4. EQUIPMENT POE YITCSEN NO. 3-Continued

OtABSWAIU-oonttuu4d.
Cost.

11Jugo, b. CO
1 butter Jar, flat top, medium .30

Jars, with flat screw tops, 1-quart . BD

8 jars, with flat screw tops, 1-pint /0

CLVLIIIY.

itspatulas, 6-1nch, tins riveted in handle.
6 case knives, medium...,
8 arks, three-prong, medium
6 veleta/4e knives, riveted handles
6 vegetable knives, ferrule driven In handle
I breed knife, center cut

bread knife, *Inch
I butcher knife. Much
I flesh fork, wooden handle
1 mincing knife, 2 tines in handle
lice pick, 6 inches long
4 knives, Lathe: diver
4 forks, Luber silver

SPOOKS.

Lao
at

. 84

.90

. 00

50

as
25
as

.10

.e6
46

2 sets aluminum measuring spoons, 1, e, .40
1 aluminum spoon, 13 inches long . 36
1 aluminum spoOn. 16 Inches long .40
12 teaspoons, lusher silver .65
8 tablespoons, Lather silver 94

OTI Oft INMILL Wilt.

I teakettle, sauulans, 7-quart
1 saucepan. 3-quart, lipped

:t- quart, lipped
1 saucepan, 4-quart, lipped
3 enamel covers kw the above
1 rice or milk holler, 2-quart, with enamel

'cover 98
1 rice or milk boiler. 3-quart, with enamel

Mete L U
1 rice or milk boiler, 4-quert, with enamel

cover Led
4 Berlin kettles, 6-quart, with enamel cover; L 80
1 Berlin ket tie, 14-quart, with enamel cover I. 75
2 pie plates, 11 Inches diameter, 11 Inches

deep ea
12 pie plates, 9-inch diameter by 5 inch deep 2.64
1 washbowl, 13-inch diameter . as
1 dishpan, 14quart, 16e-inch diameter by 5

inches deep
I ladle with hooked handle, 8.5 Inched long
1 colander, 3-quart size, top measure, lOe

inches
1 coffee pot, 4-quart, enamel cover

1.35
30

as
.41

OD

7111W11E.

1 strainer, 4-Inch, with rest and wooden han-
dle

1 ilneettrainer, 6-Inch diameter

a.

1.25
. 23

.

.90

.10

.25

TINWARE-continued.
Cant.

1 °oboe strainer. 61nch diameter Kt 25
I extension Drainer . 10
1 soap shaker, large. . IS
7 cake coolers, 10 by 14 inches,.. 1.05
I dish drainer, heavy wire 25
2 potato ricers SO

I large funnel, 7-inch . 35
I small funnel, 4e-Inch
I flour sitter 25
6 lasted tins, No. I spent 1.20
2 take pans, No. 2, square biscuit 00
2 cake pans, No. I, square biscuit 50
I grater, No. 2 10
I grater, No. 2 (different make) 10
1 colander, Ilinch 00
I cake turner, square. . to
1 quart measure, graduated . 70
I corer . to
12 biscuit cutters, 4 each of slue Noe. 1, 2, and

3 I.2O
1 skimmer, flat
1 skimmer ladle .10
1 wire dishcloth . to
1 milk-bottle opener OS

1 nutmeg grater .10
1 angel oak@ tin, tube, removable bottom. .

; sets muffin tins, 12 in a set 1 (6)

1 bread raiser, Nu. 110
I clothe, boiler, seamis. toyer 2. SO'

ateCSLLN Kota.

1 garbage pall, with cover, galvanised iron .78
1 rubbish can, galvanized iron 2.00
1 scrub pall, heavy, 13 -q tsars, galvanised iron .50
I twine mop, 16-ounne, medium 35
1 broom 50
I can opener, with corkscrew .10
3 egg beaters, No. I 1.50

egg heaters (different make) 30
1 cream whip, I-quart .50
I set spice boxes, whit* enamel, Sinn set .45
I food chopper 1.00
I ice-cream disher, 10 to quart 1.50
4 asbestos mats, round, 104nch, tin bound .40
4 asbestos mats, oval, 12-inch, tin bound. .60
1 knife sharpener 1.25
1 clothes basket, oval, willow, medium size 150
1 wringer and bench 6.50
I mop wringe7 on pail 2,60
1 glass washboard .50
I dustpan .36
1 sanitary dustpan 50
1 dustpan brush 1.00
I dustpan brush (different sized .36

Total 152.01
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TEE KITCHEN AND ITS EQUIPMENT. 86

LISTS OF MATERIAL AND COST OF CONSTRUCTING THREE UNIT
KITCHENS,' SCHOOL NO. 1.

Figures 1 and 2 show how the third floor of wooden storage building was con-
verted into unit kitchens. Plate No. 1 is a photograph of one of these kitchens. This
portion of the building had never been finished; so in addition to sheathing the walls,
it was necessary to install plumbing, electric wiring, and gas connections. The
carpent.-y and wiring were done by the boys' department of the school. Expendi-
tures for stock are give's- below.

3,617 feet =wood flooring. 8134.94 9 keyhole eacolcbeons 81.0N
ri feet hemlock bonds... &NS 9 base knolls IS
IASI feet Welke, 2 by 2 Inches 52.77 I can floor wax .... 50
1,200 feet furring 32.9e 2 coats paint for walls and oiling floor... 151.03
en teat ii-.-tiett spnice 70.09 Plumbing 122.00
201 feet Storth Carolina pine. ... 11.05 Doors and hinges ware taken from airther
4,014 feet cypress f by 2 inches 40 14 part of the plant.
502 feet finch molding . ... 3.26
335 feel cypress. 7finch base.... .. 16 43

ILIVTRICAL Y AntRIAL

1,034 feel 7.8 by 12-Inch cypress . 30.12 Stock for wiring 154.22
III) potir.ds 7-penny wire mills.. 5.40 Fixtures 71 SO
125 pounds `penny common nails 1.41 Panel box .......... 12 80

pounds wire lath nails... ..... . 1.50 Fusco 4.20
35 pounds wire nails 1.94 Extra wiring for power circuit 5.50
25 pounds 14-penny wire netts 1.50 Plug receptacles 9.96
11,278 square feet wall board 225.96

1,077.459 mortise locks d. 75 Total
9 pairs Jet knobs 1. NO

LISTS (1F MATERIAL AND COST OF CONSTRUCTING THREE UNIT
KITCHENS, SCHOOL No. 2.

In this brick building a partition was tilrn out, throwing two rooms into one, and
kitchens installed in this space. Figures 3 and 4 give the space both before and
after the alterations. Plate 2 A shows the finished kitchens and Plate 2 B shows one
kitchen in detail.

The work was done by contract according to the items given below. As the rooms
were already lighted by both electricity and gas there was no additional expense for
either fixtures or installation.

Carpentry, including lumber and labor 8251.00
Plastering. 124.03
Plumbing. Including sinks. prises of which roughen under eq til pment for each kitchen. also copper

pions for gas-stove connectItitre '210.00

Total.... 814.00

I Amount.

Restaurant record and cost sheet (date)

Artiele. Quantity of materiel
Used.

1914.

Signature of clerk.

Total
Cost of service
Cost of ice
Cost of fuel

Total cost

Receipts

Selling
prim.

Left I ittpcstelover.

Signature of teacher.
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CARD FOR COOKING RECEIPTS.

Individual receipt card used in teaching cooking.
The back of the card is for "Directions.

COOKING RECEIPTS.

Date

Quantity

Name

Article

Method of cooking Time

Material.

Helpful books for the kitchen.

Quantity. Cart.

Books. Author. Publisher. Price.

Boston Cooking-School Cook Book
A New Book of Cookery
Food and Cookery for the Sick and

Convalescent.
What to Have for Dinner
Fireless Cook Book
International Cook Book
Practical Cooking and Serving._
The New Housekeeping
Like Mother Used to Make

Fanny M. Farmer....
..do.
.. do

do
M. J. Mitchell
A. FRIppini....
Janet Hill
C. Frederick
C. T. Herrick

Little, Brown & Co., New York...
do

.do

do
Doubleday, Page & Co., New York

..do
do

Dana, Estes & Co., Boston

Si. 60
1.60
1.60

1.8
1.26
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.25

The Cook Book of Leftovers
Paper Bag-COOkery Nicholas Boyer

Harper & Bros., New York
Sturges & Walton, New York h

Home Science Cook Book Mary J. Lincoln and WhItCOsnb & Barrow, Boston 1.00
Anna Barrows.

Lessons in Cookery through Prepa-
ration of Meals.

American School of Home Eoo-
nomics, Chicago.

Library of Home &Gremlin (12
volume).

do 16.20

Pure Foods John Olsen Ginn & Co .80
The Lunch Room Paul Richards The Hotel Monthly, 443 South 2.111

Dearborn St., Chicago.
Food and Dietetics Robert Hutchinson... William Wood & Co., New York.. 3.20
The Effirlont Kitchen Georgie B. Child Housekeeping Experiment Sta- 1.25

ten, Stamford, Conn.
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1906.

tNo. I. Education bill of 1906 for England and Wales as it passed the House of Commons. A. T. Smith.
1No. 2. German views of American education, with particular reference to induatrial development.

William N. Hellmann
* No. 3. State school systems: Legislation and judicial decisions misting to public education, Oct. 1, 1901,

to Oct. 1, 1906. Edward C. Elliott. IS cts.

1907.

two. 1. The continuation school in the United States. Arthur J. Jones.
tNo. 2. Agricultural education, Including nature study and school gardens. James It. Jewell.
tNo. 3. The auxiliary schools of Germany. Six leettries by B. Mammal.
tNo. 1. Tlv elimination of pupils from school. Edward L. Thorndike.

19118.

1No. 1. On the training of persons to teach aviculture in the public schools. Liberty H. Bailey.
* No. 2. List of publications of the United States Bureau of Education, 1987-1907. 10 cts.

*No. 3. Bibliography of education for 1907. James Ingersoll Wyer, Jr., and Martha L. Phelps. 10 eta.

1No.;4. Music education in the United States; schools'and departments of music. Arthur L. Manchester.
* No. 5. Education In Fgrmosa. lateen H. Arnold. 10 cts.

* No. 6. The apprenticeship system in its relation to Industrial education. Carroll D. Wright. 15 eta.

* No. 7. State school systems: II. Legislation and judicial decisions relating to public adoration, Oct. 1,
1906, to Oct. 1, I908. Edward C. Elliott. 30 eta.

* No, 8. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by the
State, 1907-8. 5 ots.

1909.

*No. 1. Facilities for study and research in the offices of the United States Government in Washington,
Arthur T. Hadley. 10 cts.

*No. 2. Admission of Chinese students to American colleges. John Fryer. 25 eta.

*No. 3. Daily meals of school chlldreq. Caroline L. Hunt. 10 cts.

flit. 4. The teaching staff of secondary schools in the United States; amount of education, length of expe-
rience, solatiee. Edward L. Thorndlke.

No. b. Statistics of public, society, and school libraries in sissi.
*No. 6. Instruction in the tine and manual arts In the Unittlittates. A statistical monograph. Henry

T. Bailey. 15 eta.

No. 7. Index to the Reports of the Commissioner of Education, 1987-1907.
* No. 8. A teacher's professional library. Classified list of 100 titles. I eta.

No..9. Bibliography of education for 1908-9. 10 eta.

No. 10. Education for efficiency in railroad service. J. Shirley Eaton.
*No. 11. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1908-9. 5 eta.
1910.

*No. I. The movement for reform in the teaching of religion In the public schools of Saxony. Arley B.
Show. 5 ate.

.No. 2. State school systems: III. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to public education, Oct. 1,
1908,.to Oct. 1, 1909. Edward 9. Elliott.

4No. List of publications of the United States Bureau of Education, 1967-1910.
4, The biological stations of Europe. Charles A. /refold. 50 eta.

tNo. 5. American schoolhoure. Fletcher B. Dressler.
tNo. 6. Statistics of State univemitke find other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1600-10.
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1911.
*No. 1. Bibliography of science teaching. 6 eta.
*No. 1 Opportunities for graduate study In aviculture in the United States. A. C. Monahan. 5 eta.
*No. 3. Agencied for the improvement of teachers in service. William C. Ruediger. 15 eta.
*No. 4. Report of the commission appointed to study the system of education In the public schools of

Baltimore. 10 eta
*No. 5. Age and grade census of schools and colleges. George D. Strayer. 10 eta.
*No. 0. Graduate work In mathematics In universities and in other institutions of like grade in the United

States. 6 ob. --

tNo. 7. Undergraduate work In mathematics In colleges and =Wendt/es.
tNo. & Examinations In mathematics, other than those set by the teacher for his own classes.

No. 9. Mathematics In the technological schools of collegiate grade hi the United States.
tNo. 10. Bibliography of education for 1909-10.
tNo. 11. Bibliography of child study for the years 1908-9.
tNe. 12. Training of teachers of elementary and secondary mathematics.
*No. 13. Mathematics in the elementary schools of the United States. 15 cla
*No. 14. Provision for exceptional children In the public schools. J. H. Van Finkle, Lightner Witmer,

and La:loud P. Ayres. 10 eta.
*No. 15. Educational system of China as recently reconstructed. Harry E. King. 10 eta.
tNO 16. Mathematios in the public and private secondary schools of the United States.
fNo. 17. List of publications of the United States Bureau of Education, October, 1911.
No. 18. Teachers' certificates issued under general State laws and regulations. Harlan Updegraff. 20 rte.
No. 19. Statistics of State universities and other Institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State. 1910-11. .

1912.
stla 1. A course of study for the preparation of rural-school teachers. F. Mutchler and W. J. Craig. 5 ate.
1No. 1 Mathematics at West Point and Annapolis.
*No. 3. Report of committee on uniform records and reports. 6 rte.
*No. 4. Mathematics in technical secondary schools in the United States. 5 cts.
*No. 5. A study of expensed of city school systems. Harlan Updegraff. 10 eta.
*No. 6. Agricultural education in secondary schools. 10 eta.
*No. 7. Educational status of nursing. M. Adelaide Nutting. 10 eta.
*No. 8. Peace day. Fannie Fern Andrews. 6 eta. Later publication, 1913, No. 12. 10 eta.11
*No. 9. Country schools for city boys. William 8. Myers. 10 cts.
fNo. 10. Bibliography of education In agriculture and home economics.
tNo. 11. Current educational topics, No. I.
tNo. 12. Dutch schools of New Netherland and colonial New York. William H. Kilpatrick.
* No. 13. Influences tending to improve the work of the teacher of mathematics. 6 eta.
*No. 14. Report of the American commissioners of the international oommissionon the teaching of mathe-

matics. 10 eta.
tNo. 16. Current educational topics, No. 11.
tNo. 16. The reorganized school playground. Henry B. Curtis.
*No. 17. The Montessori system of education. Anna T. Smith. 5 eta
* No. 18. Teaching language through agriculture and domestic trance. M. A. Leiper. 5 eta
*No. 19. Professional distribution of college and university graduates. Bailey B. Buren. 10 eta.
tNo. 20. Readjustment of a rural high school to the needs of the community. H. A. Brown.
tNo. 21. Urban and rural common-school statistics. Harlan Updegraff and William R. Hood.
No. 22. Public and private high schools.
No. 23. Special collections In libraries in the United States. W. Dawson Johnston and Isadore G. Mudge.

tNo. 71. Current educational topics, No. III.
1N0. 25. List of publications of the United Stated Bureau of Education, 1912.
tNo. 26. Bibliography of child study for the years 1910-1911.
No. 27. History of publio-achool education In Arkansas. Stephen B. Weeks.

*No. 23. Cultivating school grounds In Wake County, N. C. Zelmlon Judd. 5 Ms.
Na 29. Bibliography of the teaching of mathematics, 1900-1912. D. E. Smith and Chad. Goldziber.
No. 30. Laths-American unlveraltke and special schools. Edger E. Brandon.

*No. 81. Educational directory, 1911 10 ots.
*No. 31 Bibliography of exceptional children and their education. Arthur MacDonald. 5 ota.
tNo. 33. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1912.
1918.

No. 1. Monthly reoord of current eduational pubppations, January, 1915.
*No. 2. Training' courses for rural teachers. A. C. ktnshain and R. H. Wrigli Ob.
No. 3. The teaching of modern languages In the United States. Chad* H. desist& 15 ate.
*Ns. 4. Present standards of higher education in the United States. George Z. MacLean. 20 ota.
tNo. 5. Monthly reoord of current educational publications. February, 1913.
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No. 6. Agricultural Instruction in high schools. C. H. Robb= and F. B. Jenks. 10 eta.
No. 7. College entrance requirement*. Clarence D. Kingsley. 16 eta.
No. 8. The status of rural education ha the United States. A. C. Monahan. 15 eta.
IN°. 9. Consular reports on continuation schools In Prank'.
in). 10. Monthly record of current educational publications, March, 1913.
fNo. II. Monthly record of current educational publications, Apr11, 1913.
*No. 12. The promotion of peace. Fannie Fern Andrews. 10 eta. 1

*No. 13. Standards and tests for measuring the efficiency of schoolsor systems of schools. 5 eta.
No. 14. Agricultural instruction in secondary schools. j0 cts.
IN°. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications, May, 1913.
* No. 18. Bibliography of medical inspection and health supervision. 15 cts.
*No. 17. A trade school for girls. A preliminary investigation in a typical manufacturing city, Worcester,

Mass. 10 eta.
*No. 16. The fifteenth International congress on hygiene and demography. Fletcher 11. Dressler. 10 eta.
*No. 19. German Industrial education and its lessons for the United States. Holmes Beckwith. 16 cts.
*'No. 20. Illiteracy in the United States. 10 eta.
tNo. 21. Monthly record of current educational publications, June, 1913.
*No. 22. Bibliography of industrial, vocational, and trade education. 10 eta.
*No. 23. Tile Georgia Club at the State Normal School, Athens, Gs., for the study of rural sociology. E. C.

Branson. 10 cis.
*No. 24. k comparison of public education in Germany and in the United States. Georg KerschanIrteiner.

5 eta.
*No. 25. Industrial education In Columbus, Ga. Roland B. DanieL 5 eta.
tNo. 26. Good roads arbor day. Susan B. Sipe.
tNo. 27. Prison schools. A. C. Hill.
*No. 28. Expressions on education by American statesmen and publicists. 5 eta
* No. 29. Accredited secondary schools in the United States. Kendrio C. Babcock. 10 ets.
* No. 30. Education In the South. 10 cgs.
No. 31. Special features in city school systems. 10 cut
No. 32. Educational survey of Montgomery County, Md.

tNo. 33. Monthly record of current educational publications, September, 1913.
No. 34. Pension systems in Great Britain. Raymond W. She. 10 cts.
*No. 35. A list of books suited to a high-school library. 15 cis.
*No. 36. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Aliaks, 1911-12. Wets.
No. 37. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1913.

*No. 38. Economy of time In education. 10 eta.
No. 39. Elementary Industrial school of Cleveland, Ohio. W. N. Hellmann.

*No. 40. The reorganized school playground. Henry S. Curtis. 10 eta.
No. 41. The reorganization of secondary education.
No. 42. An experimental rural school at Winthrop College. H. S. Browne.

*No. 43. Agriculture and rural-life day; material for its observance. Eugene C. Brooks. 10 eta.
No. 44. Organised health work in schools. E. B. Hoag. 10 cts.

No. 45. Monthly record of current educational publications, November, 1913.
*No. 46. Educational directory, 1913. 15 eta.
* No. 47. Teaching material fn Government publications. F. K. Noyes. 10 eta.
*No. 48. School hygiene. W. Carson Ryan, Jr. 15 eta.
No., 49. The Farragut School, a Tennessee country -life high school. A. C. Monahan and Adams Phillips.
No. 50. The Fitchburg plan of cooperative Industrial education. M. R. McCann

*Net 51. Education of the immigrant. 10 ctn.
* No. 82. Sanitary schoolhouses. Legal requirements in Indiana and Ohio. 5 eta.
No. 53. Monthly record of current educational publications, December, 1913.
No. 64. Consular reports on Industrial education In Germany.
No.65. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to education, Oct. 1, 1909, to Oct. 1, 1912. heroes C.

Boykin and William R. Hood.
tNo. 58. Some suggestive features of the Swiss school system. William Knox Tate.
No. 67. Elementary education In England, with special reference to London, Liverpool, and Manchester.

I. L. Kandel.
No. 58. Educational system of rural Denmark. Harold W. Foght.
No. 59. Bibliography of education for 1910-11.
No. 60. Stetistice of State univerilties and other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1912-13.
1914.

No. 1. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1914. 5 cts.
No. 2. Compulsory school attendance.
No. 3. Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1914.
No. 4. The school and the start In life. Meyer Bloomfield.
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No. 5. The folk high schooillitafiaunark. L. L. Friend.
No. 6. Kindergartens in GA Voitell States.
No. 7. Monthly record of current educational publications, March, 1914.
No. 8. The Masseolumetta.home.projecr plan of vocational agricultural education. R. W. Stimson.
No. 9. Monthly record of comet educational publications, April, 1914.

*No. 10. Physical growth and school progress. B. T. Baldwin. 25 cts.
No.11. Monthly record of current educational publications, May, 1914.
No. 12. P.stral schoolhouses and grounds. F. B. Dressiar.
No. 13.Xresent statue of drawing and art 1n the elementary and secondary schools of the United States.

Royal Ti. Farnum.
o. 14. Vocational guidance.

lo. 16. Monthly record of current educational publications. Index.
No. 16. The tangible rewards of teaching. Janice C. Boykin and Roberta King.
No. 17. Sanitary survey of tho schools of Orange County, Va. Roy K. Flanagan.
No. 18. The public school system of Gary, Ind. William P. Burrs.
No. 19. University extension In the 'inked States. Louis E. Reber.
No. 20. The rural school and hookworm disease. J. A. Ferrell.
No. 21. Monthly record of current educational publications; September, 1914.
No. 22. The Danish folk high schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 23. Some trade schools in Europe. Frank L. Glynn.
No. 24. Danish elementary rural schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 25. Important features In rural school Improvement. W. T. Hodges,
No. 26. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1914.
No. 27. Agrloultural teaching.
No. 28. The Montresori method and the kindergarten. Elizabeth Harrison. -
No. 29. The kindergarten in benevolent institutions.
No. 30. Consolidation of rural schools and transportation of pupils at public expense. A. C. Monahan.
No. 31. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska.
No. 32. Bibliography of the relation of secondary schools to higher education. R. Ti. Walkley.
No. 33. Music in tho public schools. Will Earhart.
No. 34. Library histruction In universities, colleges, and normal schools. Henry R. Evans.
No. 35. The training of teachers In England, Scotland, and Germany. Charlas H. Judd.
No. 36. Education for the home-Part I. Benjamin R. Andrews.
No. 37. Education for the home-Part II. Benjamin R. Andrews.
No. 38. Education for the home-Part III. Benjamin R. Andrews.
Igo. 39. Education Mt the home-Part IV. Benjamin R. Andrews.
No. 40. Care of the health of boys in Girard College, Philadelphia, Pa.
No. 41. Monthly record of current educational publications, November, 1914.
No. 42. Monthly record of curre..t educational publications, December, 1914.
No. 43. Educational directory. 1914-15.
No. 44: County-unit organization for the administration of rural schools. A. Monahan.
No. 46. Curricula in mathematics. J. C. Brown.
No. 46. School savings banks. Mrs. Sara L. Oberholtzer.
No. 47. City training schools for teachers. Frank A. Manny.
No. 48. The educational museum of the St. Louis public schools. C. O. Rothman.
No. 49. Efficiency and preparation of rural school teachers. H. W. Foght.
No. 50. Statistics of State universities and State colleges.

1915.

No. 1. Cooking In the vocational school. Iris P. O'Leary.
No. 2. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1916.




